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KEY FINDINGS & OPPORTUNITIES 
The following items represent the key findings and opportunities related to the Assets & Amenities topics 
including historic preservation, arts, and cultural assets. These findings emerged from the research and 
analysis of the planning team and the input of stakeholders and the public overall. The following is not 
exhaustive, however, and for a full report on the existing conditions and trends, please refer to the document 
appendix. 

HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
Montgomery's 200 year story echoes much of the 
American experience. From its pre-history and 
founding, the civil war and reconstruction, and 
through the civil rights movement, this community 
has been witness to landmark events, moments 
and people. These stories are best captured in the 
architecture and the built environment. Whether 
you're walking along the Selma to Montgomery 
trail, or past the Winter Building, the history in 
Montgomery is impossible to ignore. To protect this 
legacy and ensure Montgomery's story survives 
for generations to come, the city has pursued a 
number of efforts to preserve its historic assets. 
The following section highlights several of the 
contributing eras to this history and the physical 
artifacts and architecture they left behind. 

Highlights from Montgomery's Story 

The following provides a selection of some of the 
most important moments from the history of the 
city of Montgomery. The City's full list of historic 
moments, locations and people have been well 
document by other, external studies including most 
recently with the Historical Narrative, Spatial Power, 

and Social Justice Study completed by the Columbia 
University's Graduate School of Architecture, 
Planning and Preservation in 2018. 

PRE-CIVIL WAR HISTORY

The native American history of Central Alabama, 
including the Montgomery Area, can be traced back 
to Paleoindian period, which was more than 10,000 

years ago. The Montgomery Area was an important 
crossroads of major Native American trade routes 
that merged with the river networks. The area was 
occupied by several tribes, including the Alabama, 
Coushattas, and Creek tribes. In the 1540s the 
lives of the Native people changed forever when 
they encountered the Spanish explores led by 
Hernando de Soto, passing through the land. This 
first encounter is said to have lasted a week and 
included the taking of slaves and the spreading of 
new European diseases. By 1700 foreign settlement 
had begun in the area, and was seemingly 
unobtrusive to the native people. However over 
the next 115 years, increased settlement, war, and 
treaties eventually severed the long relationship 
between the Montgomery Area and its native 
people.

For much of the 1800’s Montgomery was a 
principle slave trading center in Alabama; as slave 
trade increased, Montgomery’s prominence grew. 
In 1859, Montgomery had as many slave depots as 
it did banks and hotels. By the start of the civil war, 
Montgomery’s slave population was larger than 
Mobile, New Orleans, and Natchez, Mississippi. 
During these years the slave trade dominated Montgomery was a hub for the slave trade because of its access 

to Mobile through the Alabama River and its location within 
the "Black Belt", a productive band of soil wrapping across 
Mississippi and Alabama. 
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An early map of Montgomery from the 1830's. 

downtown streets (today’s Dexter and Commerce 
Streets). The slave market was held in the city’s 
most prominent public space: Court Square. 
When they arrived in Montgomery, most enslaved 
individuals were chained and marched from the 
docks and train yards down commerce street to the 
slave market (or one of the City’s six major slave 
depots). Today, historic markers can be seen at 
these prominent locations. Recently, not-for-profit 
organizations have made large strides in telling the 
story and how Montgomery played a role. 

CIVIL WAR: CAPITAL OF THE CONFEDERACY 

Montgomery played a large role in events leading 
up to the start of the Civil War as the state capitol 
and home to William Lowndes Yancey. Yancey 
lead Alabama and the south with his advocacy for 
states’ rights focused on slavery and secession. 
In 1861, Yancy and representatives from around 
the south convened at the State Capitol Building 

in Montgomery to form the Confederate States of 
America. 

Montgomery was named the first capitol of the 
Confederacy and Jefferson Davis was inaugurated 
on the steps of the State Capitol. Early in the 
Confederate government, operations were 
conducted at the Exchange Hotel (on the corner 
of Commerce and Montgomery Street), where 
Davis gave his first speech as president. The 
home of Davis and his family (while Montgomery 
was capital of the confederacy) is located at 644 
Washington Avenue, and is known as the first 
white house of the confederacy.

In 1861, Confederate Secretary of War Leroy Pope 
Walker made the order to fire on Fort Sumter by 
telegraph. This telegraph sparked the beginning of 
the Civil War. Walker’s telegraph was sent from the 
Winter Building (located on Dexter Avenue near 
Court Square). 

Yancey, Robert Toombs, Alexander Stephens, and 
other southern leaders commonly spoke to packed 
crowds to drum up support leading up to secession. 
The venue that hosted these events, and almost all 
other significant social and cultural events between 
1860 and 1907, was the Montgomery Theater. This 
building, that would later be known as the Webber 
building, was at the corner of Monroe Street and 
North Perry Street. This significantly historical 
building partially collapsed in 2014 and was 
completely demolished in 2017.

CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN MONTGOMERY 

Montgomery has played a pivotal role in the 
advancement of the Civil Rights Movement in 
America.

On December 1, 1955, after a day of work at 
Montgomery Fair ( Montgomery’s largest 
department store at the time, at 29 Dexter Avenue) 
as a tailor’s assistant, Parks boarded the Cleveland 
Avenue bus for home at 634 Cleveland Court. As 
customary, Rosa Parks entered the front of the bus 
to pay for the ride, and walked back outside to the 
rear door of the bus to board and find a seat in the 
“colored” section in the back half of the bus. As the 
bus continued its route, the white section became 
full. The bus driver stopped the bus and moved the 
sign marking the row beginning the segregation 
one row back. By doing so, four black passengers 
were asked to give up their seats to the four white 
passengers in the aisle of the bus. Three of the 
black passengers complied, but Parks refused and 
remained seated. According to the arrest report, 
Rosa Parks was arrested at 214 Montgomery 

Montgomery was home to several critical moments in the 
American Civil Rights Movement including the Montgomery 
Bus Boycott, Selma to Montgomery march and many others.  
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Street “in front of the Empire Theater”. This act 
of moral defiance sparked the Montgomery Bus 
Boycott, which is regarded as the first large scale 
demonstration against segregation in the United 
States.

After Park’s arrest, the leaders of the African 
American community began to organize for a 
potential boycott. Under the leadership of Edgar D. 

Nixon, mostly known as E.D. Nixon 
and Ralph Abernathy, a group of 

local ministers convened to 
lead and sustain a boycott. 
The organization would be 
become the Montgomery 
Improvement Association 
(MIA). The organization was 

born at an evening meeting 
at the Mt. Zion Church at 657 

South Holt Street.

Nixon and Abernathy decided to appoint the new 
minister of the Dexter Avenue Baptist Church 
as leader. Martin Luther King Jr., a 26-year-old 
minister, who had been a minister in Montgomery 
for about a year, would solidify his role in changing 
the world through his leadership of this prolonged 
bus boycott. The boycott would officially begin 
on December 5th 1955, the day of Park’s trial. 
The MIA developed demands for the end of the 
boycott, including the removal of the segregation 
of the system, and the hiring of African American 
drivers. A lawsuit was also filed to challenge the 
constitutionality of the systems segregation. On 
that same night, King gave the first speech of the 
Boycott to 5,000 people at the Holt Street Baptist 
Church at 903 South Holt Street. 

During the 381-day boycott, Montgomery's 
population of 40,000 African Americans car-
pooled, walked, and used African American cab 

services. On December 21, 1956, 
the MIA voted to end the 
boycott after the Supreme 
Court upheld the lower court 
decision that the segregation 
of the Montgomery Bus System 
was unconstitutional. With the 
success of the boycott, King became 
a national figure for his leadership, and 
organization of the effort.

Both during and after the boycott, the African 
American community faced coordinated efforts, 
even violence, to end the resistance. Early in the 
boycott, King’s home, the Dexter Avenue Baptist 
Church Parsonage at 309 South Jackson Street, 
was bombed on January 31, 1956. The house was 
repaired, but the home’s concrete front porch still 
has an indention from the bomb. On the night of 
January 21, 1957, Montgomery was rocked by six 
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FIG 7.1. MOMENTS OF HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE IN MONTGOMERY 

Source: Historical Narrative, Spatial Power, an Social Justice Study, Planning Team Research 
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bombings. That night would become known as 
Montgomery’s Night of Terror. Abernathy’s home 
at 1321 Harris Way was bombed. Minister of the 
Trinity Lutheran Church, Robert Graetz’s home was 
bombed. The Bell Street Baptist Church, Mt. Olive 
Baptist Church, and Hutchinson Baptist Church 
were bombed. The First Baptist Church at 347 
North Ripley Street was also bombed that night. 

On March 24, 1965, thousands of people marched 
into Montgomery, the culmination of the 54-mile 
journey from Selma’s Edmund Pettus Bridge. 
The march, lead by King, was to raise awareness 
of African American voter disenfranchisement. 
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This march was the third effort to march from 
Selma to Montgomery; the first effort ended 
by violent attacks from state troopers on the 
peaceful marchers. The Bloody Sunday Attack, was 
broadcast on national television, and impassioned 
thousands of people across the country to travel 
to Selma to join the march. After days of marching, 
thousands of marchers reached the final campsite 
at Montgomery's City of Saint Jude at 2048 West 
Fairview Avenue. That night, a rally and concert 
were held at the camp as thousands of people 
continued to arrive to participate in the last leg to 
the march to the Alabama State Capitol Building. 

The next day, 25,000 people walked through 
African American neighborhoods of Montgomery 
- those integral to the Civil Rights Movement ten 
years ago during the bus boycott. Once downtown 

the marchers turned at Court Square where, less 
than one hundred years ago, was the home of one 
of the most prominent slave markets 
in the country and the bus stop 
where Rosa Parks boarded the 
bus. Then, up Dexter Avenue, 
King lead the marchers to 
convene at the Capitol to 
formally deliver a voting rights 
petition to Governor Wallace. As 
state troopers barricaded the steps 
of the Capitol building, King gave the 
speech How Long, Not Long to the large crowd and 
the nation.
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Preservation Efforts Today

The City of Montgomery currently has two 
preservation-oriented entities: The Historic 
Preservation Commission and the Architectural 
Review Board. 

The Historic Preservation Commission’s mission 
is to promote the educational, cultural, economic 
and general welfare of the City of Montgomery 
through the preservation and protection of 
buildings, sites, structures, areas and districts 
of historic significance and interest; through the 
preservation and enhancement of local historic, 
architectural and aesthetic heritage found in the 
City of Montgomery; through the maintenance 
of the distinctive character of Montgomery’s 
historic areas; and through the promotion and 
enhancement of the City of Montgomery’s historic 
and aesthetic attraction to tourists and visitors. 

The Architectural Review Board’s mission is to 
review all requests for exterior changes to historic 
structures and surface improvements to historic 
properties to ensure the planned improvements 
are consistent with the architectural and historical 
character of the individual structure and the 
neighborhood in which it is located. Montgomery 
also provides historic preservation to independent 
properties that have cultural or architectural 
historic significance that are not necessarily within 
the boundary of its nine official historic districts. 
In all, Montgomery’s historic preservation covers 
more than 2000 properties within Montgomery’s 
built environment.

LOCAL PRESERVATION OPPORTUNITIES

One of the biggest existing gaps in Montgomery’s 
local preservation districts is within the Centennial 
Hill neighborhood. Centennial Hill was a prosperous 
African-American neighborhood in the early 
twentieth century and remains predominantly 
African American. This neighborhood is home to the 
Dexter Avenue Baptist Church Parsonage, the home 
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and his family when the 
attempted bombing took place. The neighborhood 
is represented in the local preservation efforts, 
but it is not considered part of a district. Instead, 
the neighborhood is partially covered by local 
preservation through individual properties scattered 
throughout the neighborhood. One important 
structure in the neighborhood that is not currently 
protected is the Ben Moore Hotel. This hotel was an 
anchor of this African-American business district and 
was an important meeting place for black leaders 

throughout the Civil Rights Movement. The once 
critical hotel is now in a state of risk. Another specific 
structure that was important to the Civil Rights 
Movement that is not currently locally protected is 
the former Holt St. Baptist Church which is currently 
boarded up. 

Montgomery is also not currently one of the twenty-
nine Certified Local Governments in Alabama. 
Certified Local Governments are cities that have 
established local historic preservation commissions 
that meet Alabama Historic Preservation Commission 
and National Park Service standards. Benefits 
to Certified Local Governments include historic 
preservation grant funding. Of the ten largest cities 
in Alabama, Montgomery is the only one that is not a 
Certified Local Government.

Webber Building (Formerly the Montgomery Theatre)

The Webber building has a long lineage of significant historical 
events connected with the Civil War and early Civil Rights 
connections. First Commissioned by railroad magnate, Charles 
Pollard in the 1850s, the theatre opened its doors on October 
22, 1860. Since its opening, the theater hosted performers 
including John Wilkes Booth, the Bryans Minstrel Show and 
Sarah Bernhardt. Ministrel's singing group, Dixie rehearsed the 
song they played at the inauguration of Jefferson Davis in Court 
Square on Feb. 18, 1861. After the federal government passed 
the Civil Rights Act of 1875  a group of African-Americans 
attempted to test the 1875 Civil Rights Act by purchasing 
tickets to the area reserved for "whites only" rather than sitting 
in the gallery reserved for black theater-goers. By 1907 the 
theatre closed down and became a department store, which 
was purchased by the Pelzer Family in the mid-1930s.

Like other historical buildings in the City, the Webber building 
was not locally protected. Unfortunately, in 2014 The building 
partially collapsed while undergoing a $3 million dollar 
renovation to accommodate commercial and residential uses. 

Sources: History of the Webber Building by Rick Harmon, 
the Advertiser; Historic Webber Building in downtown 
Montgomery to be demolished by John Shryock, WSFA12 News
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ARTS & CULTURAL ASSETS
Montgomery is one of the State’s leading cultural centers. Its artistic milieu 
encompasses many disciplines, cultures, individuals, and organizations. Recently 
the city had great success connecting its cultural arts efforts to its rich cultural 
heritage. Montgomery is home to one of the south’s premiere professional 
theatres, the Museum of Fine Arts, the Symphony and Ballet, a new performing 
arts center, several historic theaters, and many cultural museums. 

ARMORY LEARNING ARTS CENTER

The center's mission is to provide an opportunity for 
Montgomerians of all ages to discover the joy of arts, 
music, and gymnastics. The center is home to an art 
studio and art and music workshops. The center is 
also home to the Alabama Dance Theater and the 
Arts Council of Montgomery. The Arts Council of 
Montgomery is a non-profit that sponsors a number 
of annual programs focused on instructing and 
rewarding students in visual, performing and literary 
arts.

ALABAMA SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL

The Alabama Shakespeare Festival (ASF) is one 
of the largest regional theaters in the southeast 
and one of the largest Shakespeare festivals in the 
world. ASF produces classic, contemporary, and 
southern-focused plays and musicals year-round. 
The Shakespeare festival also promotes cultural 
arts activities and education. With its matinees 
program, ASF performs for 50,000 students a year. 
Every year, ASF hosts a Southern Writers Festival 
to nurture the art of writing in the south. Camp 
Shakespeare is a camp ASF offers every summer to 
teach stage acting to children of all ages. ASF also 
offers acting classes to both students and adults, and 
through a partnership with the Montgomery School 
System, ASF actively engages schools with acting 
opportunities and in classroom workshops. 

MONTGOMERY MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS

The Montgomery Museum of Fine Arts (MMFA) is 
the oldest museum in Alabama. It features several 
rotating and permanent collections in many artistic 
mediums. MMFA offers an exceptional youth program 
(ARTWORKS) that includes an interactive gallery 

along with workshops and classes. The museum also 
boasts an art reference library and a performance 
facility. Annual attendance is about 160,000 visitors. 
The MMFA also partners with the Montgomery Public 
Schools to provide workshops, events, and after-
school programs. 

MONTGOMERY SYMPHONY AND BALLET

The Montgomery Symphony is comprised of regional 
volunteers whose mission is to simply offer orchestral 
concerts. The Symphony offers events throughout 
the year and a number of youth programs including a 
full performing youth orchestra, classes, camps, and 
contests.

The Montgomery Ballet is a professional ballet 
company that offers performances and events for 
Montgomery and the River Region. The ballet also 
operates a comprehensive ballet school serving both 
youth and adults at all skill levels. The annual budget 
of the ballet relies on corporate sponsorships.

The Shakespeare Festival is one of the largest regional theaters 
in the Southeast. 
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Major Challenges & Opportunities

The research and analysis, coupled with the 
intuition from the community reveal a series of 
key challenges and opportunities to be addressed 
by the Assets & Amenities Action Agenda. These 
include: 

 � Create a stronger connection with Montgomery's 
Historical Events and its built environment.

 � Develop a deeper appreciation and protection of 
Montgomery's historical resources, and the economic 
opportunities that those historic assets offer. 

 � Continue to increase local preservation of Centennial 
Hill, and other historic African-American districts. 

 � Increase Downtown's local preservation.
 � Further develop downtown Montgomery as a hub of 
cultural arts. 

 � Nurture a sense of place around Montgomery 
through public art. 

PUBLIC ART 

In 2011, the city developed a public art 
task force which led to the adoption 
of the Public Art Strategic Plan. The 
plan’s focus was to document existing 
public art and to guide future public 
art installations. From this planning 
effort, the City established a Public 
Art Commission in 2013 to coordinate 
and promote art in public places. The 
commission’s primary goal was to have 
a systematic, but flexible approach to 
identify suitable locations for public art, 
evaluate the aesthetic value of proposed 
art, and make informed decisions on 
maintenance needs, either by the city or 
through private partnerships. Public art 
plays a unique role in placemaking. The 
city's existing pieces (several pictured 
right) depict various interpretations of 
the city's history and history makers. 

Want to find out more from the 

research and analysis? A corresponding 

memo for each of the topics is included 

in the document appendix. These reports 

include the full set of findings and 

conditions along with other visuals like 

maps, graphs and tables. 




